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| ACHIEVEMENTS

ART

Fine Art student Serena Walker (U6) was 

presented with a prestigious art award by 

James Lee, Master of the Painter-Stainers’ 

Livery Company. 

MUSIC

Will Everitt (Fourth Form) won the Concerto class, 

the Open Solo class and the overall Richmond 

Borough Cup for the highest mark awarded to 

anyone at the Richmond Music Festival.

MUSIC

Luca Spadano (First Form) won the Sheila 

Mossman memorial prize for piano, for 

achieving the highest mark for ABRSM Grade 

7 exam in the country.

MUSIC

Music Scholar, Amber Emson, (L6) won 2nd prize 

(1st was not awarded) in the junior category of 

an international competition for violin and viola, 

“Szymon Goldberg”, in Meissen, Germany.

GOLF

Lucas Gambel (U6) was runner-up in the 

Surrey U18 Scratch knockout tournament at 

Worplesdon Golf Club.

GOLF

Rob Muir (Fourth Form) won his first senior 

major club event at Wimbledon Park GC. He 

also won the RSGA Major at Woodhall Spa 

and came third in the Club Championships 

over Easter.

HOCKEY

Conor Williamson (Fifth Form) played for 

England U18 against the Netherlands and 

then joined Morgan Males (U6) in Spain for the 

European Championships. Morgan has also 

been selected to play for England U21s.

HOCKEY

Goalkeeper Oscar Jensen (L6) called up to 

take part in an England U18 training camp at 

Lillesdhall National Sports Centre.

HOCKEY

Conor Williamson, Max Anderson and Paul 

Brown (all Fifth Form) lifted the U16 National 

Club title with Surbiton HC, defeating Guildford 

HC in the final. Ben Rees (Fourth Form) played 

for Guildford HC.

RUGBY

Kai Staples-Sheasby and Harry Gray (both 

Fourth Form) performed really well to assist 

their club, Effingham & Leatherhead RFC, to be 

crowned the U15 Club Champions of Surrey. 

CHARITY

Tommy Tenenbaum and Tim Fortescue (both 

L6) ran a ‘Computer Drive’ collecting unused 

monitors and computers from parents to be used 

in developing a new eLearning centre in Africa for 

the charity, Camara Educational Foundation.

CHARITY

Eleven pupils and staff of Blathwayt raised over 

£1000 for their House charity, Rainbow Trust, in 

the Vitality 10K road race in London. Rainbow Trust 

Children’s Charity provides support for families that 

have a child with a life-threatening or terminal illness.

I N D I V I D U A L  A C H I E V E M E N T S
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Teacher Jonathan Finnerty running the Marathon

CHARITY | 

L O N D O N  M A R AT H O N  2 0 1 8
A test of endurance

IT IS SAID THAT: ‘ORDINARY PEOPLE 
KNOW THEIR LIMITS. Marathon runners 
know how to push them.’  And that is 
definitely the case for the Old Reedonians, 

THE COLOUR RUN
A fun and entertaining 
event

OVER 160 REED’S PUPILS took part in the 
inaugural Blathwayt Charity Colour Run to 
raise funds for the Blathwayt House charity, 
Rainbow Trust; over £800 was raised for 
this important local charity! A big thank you 
must go to all the pupils and staff who helped 
organise and run this event. Everyone who 
took part had a fantastic time and, after the 
success of this year, we hope to organise 
another Colour Run in 2019. 

Gareth Hart, Blathwayt Housemaster

staff, parents, and friends of Reed’s who ran 
in the record-breaking heat of the London 
Marathon. Huge thanks go to Jonathan 
Finnerty (staff), Jonny Wright (staff), Tanya 
Wimble (parent), Daniela Bassoumba (parent), 
Flaminia Martin (friend), Will Woodall (friend), 
Rosemary Tyler (friend), Tim Davey (OR) and 
Ben Blackledge (OR) who, between them, 
raised over £15,000 for the Foundation.

Special mention goes to The Close 
Housemaster, Jono Douthwaite, who 
completed the race in a 10kg full rhino suit, 
raising money for Save the Rhino.  

In the Assembly the following Monday 
the School community came together to 
celebrate the incredible achievement of our 

R O U N D  T H E  I S L A N D  R A C E 
Novice sailors prove their mettle

A CREW OF INTREPID NOVICE SAILORS 
from the teaching staff threw their hats 
into the ring to compete in the ‘Round the 
Island’ race in aid of the Reed’s Foundation 
and the RNLI. Under the command of 
their very experienced Skipper, Andrew 
Pascoots, our Head of Sailing, Daniel 
Leckie, Will Pope, Steve Pope, Simon 
Sweeney, Terry Ha, John Allison and Mark 
Farmer stepped aboard The Montombi, a 
40ft offshore racer, built by Morgan Yachts. 

The Round the Island Race is a one-
day yacht race around the Isle of Wight; 
competing against over 1,400 other boats on 
the 50 nautical mile course, the Reed’s crew 
was delighted to make a top third finish!

Alison Atkins, Development Office

What a day…it was tough, 
tiring and still so much to learn, 

but we made it!

Terry Ha

Teacher Jono Douthwaite in Rhino costume

After the Blathwayt Colour RunStarting the Blathwayt Colour Run

The Reed’s Round the Island Race Crew

teachers and colleagues, and to hear some 
inspiring words from staff who took part. 
The key message conveyed was to view 
everything as an opportunity rather than a 
challenge – a good tenet for us all.

Sharmaine Matthews, Assistant Alumni 
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Summer Concert

A POWERFUL UTTERANCE by Roger 
Willey’s magnificent Brass Ensemble 
heralded a Summer Concert filled with 
palpable energy, technical prowess and 
inspiring teamwork and fellowship. The 
Clarinet Ensemble followed with a light 
elegance and Energico played one of their 
most poignant performances in recent 
memory with a rendition of Albinoni’s famous 
Adagio for Strings. The trio of Milan Brinker, 
Amber Emson and Trevor Lui performed a 
highly affecting, slow movement of Clive 
Osgood’s Piano Trio in G, and the Senior 
Strings presented a ravishing excerpt from 
Shostakovich’s dark 8th Quartet in C Minor. 

The final three pieces brought together 
the prevailing themes of uplifting vitality and 
superlative musicianship in a remarkable way. 
Roger Willey’s Brass Choir performed with 
their characteristic melodious lyricism whilst 
Sarah Butler brought humour and grandeur 
to an arrangement of Beach Boys’ songs 
with the Wind Band. The Reed’s Orchestra, 

M U S I C 
Summer Concert

THE LOWER SIXTH FORM BAND, 
ELECTRIC SOFA, has been one of the 
great success stories at Reed’s in 2017-
18. Formed at the start of the year, with a 
determination to write, arrange and perform 
all their own material, the development 

M U S I C 
Electric Sofa Delivers a Stunning Set

from those first rehearsals to the staggering 
outfit they have now become has been 
extraordinary.

There was a palpable buzz of expectation 
from the capacity audience as they awaited the 
arrival on stage of their new musical heroes, 

and they were certainly not disappointed. The 
curtains opened to reveal the band encircled 
in smoke at a start of a performance that 
no-one will ever forget. Their strength lies 
not only in the formidable individual talents 
of Olivia Haines (Vocals), Maggie Talibart 
(Piano/Composer), Isabelle Liang (Bass), Cole 
Huntley (Guitar) and Gregor Thomson (Drums) 
but critically within their complete cohesion, 
both musical and personal. 

I have rarely seen such poise, style and 
attention to detail in professional bands 
and to witness this from a school band is 
humbling. They performed an hour of brilliant 
compositions by Maggie Talibart, greeted 
throughout by roars of approval from the 
sell-out crowd, who rightly were all on their 
feet at the end of the evening to salute them. 
A wonderful end-of-term musical treat for all 
of those fortunate enough to attend.           

Iain Carnegie, Director of Music

however, must be commended for two 
unique and memorable performances. ‘Merry 
Christmas, Mr Lawrence’ is a daring and 
innovative choice for a school orchestra and 
the solo piano part was skilfully interpreted 
by Luca Spadano. To perform Gershwin’s 
‘Rhapsody in Blue’ is a remarkable 
achievement for any youth orchestra, but 

to perform it with the confidence and style 
of our orchestra takes a particular kind of 
musicianship. A standing ovation for our 
Upper Sixth leavers was a fitting valediction, 
both to a remarkable evening and to their 
musical careers at Reed’s.                                              

Simeon Smith, Music Department

Electric Sofa
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D R A M A 
Fourth And Lower Sixth Forms Drama Assessed Pieces

THE LOWER SCHOOL RECITAL is always 
a source of particular pride as it allows our 
younger pupils to explore their burgeoning 
musical identities in a public forum and 
showcase their remarkable talents. 

The Lower School Orchestra initiated 
proceedings with a tribute to ‘Who Wants 
To Be A Millionaire’. Highlights that followed 
included an ensemble performance from the 
latest cohort of young trombonists that was 
full of vitality and fun; Ollie Hewitt and Andrew 
Moore performing the Theme from ‘Cagney 
and Lacey’ with drive and flair; Zedan 
Goonetillake and Daigo Tanoue, incredibly 
able musicians, combining their efforts in an 
elegant duet; Tom Sprackling demonstrating 
his incredibly mature technique on the violin 
in a rendition of Fauré’s song ‘Après un 
Rêve’; Hari Bowry demonstrating his lovely 
voice in a performance of ‘Viva La Vida’ 
accompanying himself on the guitar; the boy 
band of First Formers Henry Dalton, Rhyan 
Krombass, Hani Sargazi and Max Shepherd 
who did a brilliant job on ‘These Days’; Will 
Palmer singing the ever-popular ballad ‘All 
of Me’ with his extraordinary pop voice that 
stirred everyone in the audience; Ollie Hewitt 
performing ‘Lucky to be Me’ by Bernstein 
with a distinctive and beautiful ‘New York’ 
and The Close chorus who concluded 
proceedings with an inimitable performance 
of ‘It Must Be Love’ with ineffable bravura. 
Here’s to the next one!

Simeon Smith, Music Department

M U S I C 
The Music Score—
Lower School Recital THE LOWER SIXTH AND FOURTH FORM 

DRAMA CLASSES went head-to-head in 
a performance evening that engaged and 
enthralled the audience. Up first were the 
Lower Sixth who performed their assessed 
piece - an irreverent take on Chekov’s ‘The 
Seagull’ inspired by the work of the Kneehigh 
Theatre Company. Catchy musical numbers 
contrasted well with the highly amusing take 
on the ‘play-within-play’ section. The cast 
of Anna Leigh-Pollitt, Millie Stokes, Jamie 
Lunt, Maddie Disney and Frankie Cragg all 
gave strong performances - an excellent 
start to their A Level course.  

In contrast, the Fourth Form class 

William Salford receiving his individual prize

Fourth Form performance of ‘Zero For the Young Dudes!’

performed ‘Zero For The Young Dudes!’ 
by Alistair McDowell: a bleak and moving 
account of a dystopian future. A mud-filled 
stage, fenced off from the audience by floor-
to-ceiling chicken wire, set the appropriate 
ominous tone for the piece. All of the cast 
gave mature, sophisticated performances, 
with particular stand outs being Conor 
Mather, Myles Billington, Ethan Cox, Ollie 
Hoskins, Sam Rowe and Alex O’Connell. 
This was probably the best performance 
by a group of Fourth Formers in the ten 
years I’ve been at Reed’s which bodes well 
for their assessed pieces next year. This 
production will also be restaged as part of 
the Woking Drama Festival in October.

Tim  Silk, Director of Drama

D R A M A 
The Close Drama in a Day

THE DRAMA IN A DAY COMPETITION 
puts the leadership and creative skills 
of the Lower Sixth Drama students to 
the test as they cajole, stimulate and 
encourage young pupils in the First and 
Second Forms to create short plays. After 
an exhausting day of rehearsals, the boys 
performed in front of a sold-out audience 
and an ‘X-Factor’ style judging panel. 
Each group had been given an image to 
use as a starting piece for their work, and 
these were used in intelligent and clever 
ways, with the subject matter ranging 
from deforestation to the class system.

Tim  Silk, Director of Drama

The winners were:
1st: ‘Wrong Judgement’ (Royal Putney), 

directed by Frankie Cragg
2nd: ‘Vermon’ (Clapton), directed by 

George Ashworth and Millie Stokes
3rd: ‘Reliance On Social Media’ 

(Clapton), directed by Gus Baker

Individual acting prizes: 
Will Burns, William Salford and Thomas 
SpracklingLower School Music Recital

Scene from the Lower Sixth Form production
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A R T 
GCSE Art Trip to Brighton

THE FOURTH FORM ART CLASS set out 
for Brighton to do some painting ‘en plein 
air’. The sun struggled out in the morning 
and the boys seized the opportunity to put 
their new watercolour skills into practice 
capturing the grey hazy atmosphere in a 
seascape. After drawing rusting winches 
on the beach and a fish and chip lunch on 

A R T 
The Art & Design World

HAVING SPENT OVER A MONTH 
arranging the exhibition of GCSE and 
A Level work, it was with some relief 
to finally open the doors to allow all to 
examine, enjoy and celebrate the wealth 

A R T 
The Close House Art 
Competition

THE ART DEPARTMENT CELEBRATED First 
and Second Form Art with an exhibition, 
dedicated to the work the pupils have 
produced throughout the year. Their artworks 
were externally moderated by a practising 
artist, Russell Bruns, who spent hours 
examining the fantastic pieces on display 
and was most impressed by the standard 
and variety of work the pupils exhibited. 

The standard of work was exceptionally 
high this year and Head of Art, Miss Johnson, 
commented that this was the best submission 
she had ever seen. The evening provided the 
pupils with a wonderful platform to showcase 
their work and celebrate their achievements.

Mark Farmer, Art Department

The winners were:

Judge’s Prize:
William Burns (First Form)  
Owen Lewis (Second Form)

People’s Award: 
Louis Burdon (First Form) 
Benjamin Reid (Second Form) 

House: 
Royal Putney

... the high level of skill 
and creative endeavour 

was matched throughout 
the show across all the 

disciplines. The GCSE artists 
were no less impressive ...

Alison Johnson,  
Head of Art

People’s Award - Louis Burdon, First Form

People’s Award - Ben Reid, Second Form

Art Exhibition

Art Exhibition

Art Exhibition
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the pier the heavens opened up but we 
struggled on with a photography project 
based on the quirky approach of Martin 
Parr. We finally had to admit defeat and 
abandon the attempt to create Land Art on 

the beach as the rain lashed down!  

 Alison Johnson, Head of Art

of talent on show. The contrast between 
the Graphics, Fine Art and Photography A 
Level work is always interesting to see in 
terms of technique and approach, but the 
high level of skill and creative endeavour 
was matched throughout the show across 
all the disciplines. The GCSE artists 
were no less impressive and their area 
of the exhibition was a riot of colour and 
approach. I would like to congratulate all 
the pupils who participated.     

Alison Johnson, Head of Art
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Sixth Form Trip to Nice

A C A D E M I C  T R I P S  &  E V E N T S
Humanities news of events to develop curiosity…

CLASSICS
First Form pupils had the opportunity to act 
as Romans for the afternoon when we hosted 
a visiting workshop. The afternoon started 

with our guest Roman ‘matrona’, 
Flavia, introducing herself 
and telling the boys a bit 
about the life of a Roman 
soldier. The boys were then 
each allocated a role within 
their group; they particularly 
enjoyed bossing around their 
legion if they were a centurion, 
and having a go at marching 
in time. Following this, they 
tried on various bits of Roman 
armour, and handled some 
typical Roman objects. They 
then took part in four different 
activities: making dragonesque 
brooches, playing a variety of 
Roman games, making and trying 
their own Roman style tea, and a 
question-and-answer session on 
life in Roman Britain. Altogether, 

the boys had a great time immersing themselves 
in the Roman world and learnt several fun new 
facts about Roman life.                                          

Kate Morland, Head of Classics

ENGLISH
Two teams of Second Form pupils entered a 
national debating competition, The International 
Competition for Young Debaters (ICYD, being 
Hamza Hussain with Lucas Sennungi and Rohan 
Dhand with Zach Ferydooni. Because this is a 
competition for Fourth Form pupils, our boys 
faced some fierce opposition but performed 
admirably. They debated three motions with only 
15 minutes to prepare each one:

Motion 1: ‘This House would impose 100% 
inheritance tax’ Hamza and Lucas argued against 
the motion and placed second and Rohan and 
Zach argued for the motion placed fourth.

Motion 2: ‘This House would give equal 
coverage and funding to women’s sporting 
events’ both teams argued for the motion with 
Hamza and Lucas placed fourth and Rohan and 
Zach placed second.  

Motion 3: ‘This House would lower the voting 
age to 16’ where our teams were drawn against 
each other. The strong arguments from Zach 
and Rohan supporting the emotional maturity 
of 16-year-olds were directly challenged by 
Lucas and Hamza who argued that physical and 
emotional maturity are not necessarily linked – 
they were awarded the higher place.  

After a great day of debating, we were 
delighted that Rohan placed mid-table on speaker 
points. The boys clearly have a great future in 
competitive debating.                                         

Lower Sixth English Literature students 
went to University College, London, to take 
part in a range of workshops and listen to a 
variety of talks on Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. 
The university marked the 200th year of this 
classic gothic novel by giving an insight into the 
gothic genre as we listened to the story of how 
the novel was written in a darkened room filled 
with candles and skulls. We watched a 19th 
century medical operation in all its gory detail 
and heard expert analysis of the ways in which 
the Frankenstein myth had been adopted and 
reimagined over two centuries.

Amanda Trehearn, Head of English

GEOGRAPHY
Mother Nature was smiling on the First Form as 
they were treated to a sunny day of Geography 
at Arbrook Common. Armed with wellies, metre 
rules, stop watches and CRADs (Calibrated River 
Acceleration Device) they explored the River Rythe. 
After a solid day of data collection the boys were 
able to comment on the velocity, cross section 
and wetted perimeter of the river on a straight as 
well as a meander. All the work covered on the day 
will aid the boys’ learning in preparation for their 
exams.                                                                                                                                             

If there was such a thing as a perfect day, 
this was it: an entire day of exploring the Jurassic 
Coast in glorious sunshine with the Second 
Form and the Geography department! The pupils 
studied the formation of various coastal features: 
caves; arches; stacks; stumps; bays and coves, 
all of which were shown off in true brilliance, 
thanks to the majestic Dorset coastline. Durdle 
Door, Lulworth Cove and Old Harry’s Rocks are 
all textbook examples of the aforementioned 
features, and the information the boys gathered 
on the day will aid their further studies.                             

Jono Douthwaite, Geography Department

Members of Reed’s Geography Society (Luke 
Pearson, Matthew Mostyn, Alex Johnstone, Wilf 
Saywell and Oliver Burnside) were put to the test 
to map the catchment area of current pupils. Using 
their best OS map skills and some eye-catching 
flag pins, the boys created a masterpiece which 
will be on display in the visitor’s waiting room. No 
doubt they will be seeing flags in their sleep after 
successfully plotting over 700 flags with expert 
precision!                                                                         

Josh Bishop, Geography Department
 The Onatti Theatre’s Production of ‘Mi 

Casa Encantada’

Second Formers hard 

at work on the Jurassic 

Coast

First formers explore the River Rythe

Enjoying the Roman Workshop
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A C A D E M I C
Business and Economics news... 

The Buddhapadipa Temple in         

                       
 Wimbledon

The Reed’s McLaren Challenge Team

Business Trip to the Mini Factory

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Sixth Form students studying French enjoyed 
a five-day trip to Nice where they stayed with 
French families and attended French lessons 
every morning. Activities were organised for the 
afternoon and evenings, which included a trip to 
Antibes, a tour of the old town, a cookery lesson 
in French and dinner in the beautiful Cours Saleya. 
The students enjoyed their lessons and their 
experience of being on the sunny Côte d’Azur.

Helen Salford, Head of French

Third and Fourth Form pupils studying Spanish 
and German were treated to some comedy theatre 
by Onatti Theatre productions. The Spanish play, 
‘Mi Casa Encantada’, provided lots of humour 
involving a haunted house and the German 
play, ‘Hausarrest’, recounted a catalogue of 
woes experienced by a teenager grounded by 
his parents and left at home alone. An excellent 
opportunity for pupils to extend their learning and 
love of language.

Colin Sandison-Smith, Head of German

PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION
Sixth Form philosophers gathered to watch “The 
Circle” - based on a book by Dave Eggers, it is a 
chillingly real portrayal of a Google-style company 
which gets too advanced for its own good. The 
accompanying Philosophy seminar focused on the 
intricate balance between privacy and freedom. 
Negative conceptions of freedom propose that the 
paradigm case of being unfree is to be constrained 
by shackles or imprisoned, whereas republican 

notions of freedom expand into the effect 
that coercion has on an agent’s freedoms. 
As such, “The Circle” explores how the 
ever-increasing digital world reduces our 
freedoms by reducing our privacy.

First Form pupils traveled to Shri Guru 
Singh Sabha Gurdwara in Southall and 
The Buddhapadipa Temple in Wimbledon 
to complement their study of both Sikhism 
and Buddhism. The focus of the day was Interfaith 
Dialogue—how different religions interact, learn, 
have compassion towards and respect each other’s 
faith, or lack thereof. The boys learnt about how both 
Sikhs and Buddhists worship, where they worship 
and the importance of community in their faiths. 

At Shri Guru Singh Sabha Gurdwara the Langar 
kitchen was open; every day from 3am—8pm the 
Sikh community in Southall cooks for anyone who 
wants or needs a free meal. We tried the fantastic 
curry, sweet prashad and chai, as well as hearing the 
Guru Granth Sahib being recited. The second stop 
was the beautiful Buddhapadipa (Black 
Buddha Statue) Temple where pupils were 
taught how to chant the Three Jewels: 
Buddha, Dharma, Sangha, and the five 
moral precepts: don’t lie, don’t steal, don’t 
kill, respect others, don’t drink alcohol. The 
boys were a credit to the School, respectful 
throughout and academically curious when 
it came to question time.

Ed Swift, Head of Philosophy & Religion

Lower Sixth economists had a busy day in London. 
Beginning at the offices of the EU Parliament 
the students took part in a number of excellent 
activities that taught them about the life of an MEP 
and how EU law is made and policy determined. 
They then investigated and debated the most 
important issues to deal with in Brexit, such as 

trade, human rights and sovereignty. At the Bank 
of England Museum the students heard a talk 
about the roles of the Bank of England followed 
by a presentation about careers from a recent 
graduate analyst, along with some explanation 
of how bank risk is actually managed. They were 
then allowed to handle a real gold bar - currently 
worth well in excess of £320,000! 

In the same week Business students visited  
the Mini Factory in Oxford. After an introductory 
talk the tour began in the area where the basic 
metal pressings are assembled and welded 
together. Robots weld at 1200°C in an instant 
and the latest robots change tools according 
to the model being built and can mostly service 
themselves, even replacing worn-out tools. Each 
Mini is built to order and has a transponder attached 
to carry the data about its exact specification. The 
students had learnt about ‘zero defect’ and ‘just-
in-time’ approaches in their course, and they saw 
many examples of this in practice.

Stephen Whiteley, Head of Economics & Business 

Forensic investigations on 

FutureTech Day

EPQ Presentation on The Placebo Effect

Maths Trip to Royal Holloway
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I found ‘Exploring Maths’ 
very intriguing and learnt 
a lot about the subject of 

Mathematics at university.

MATHS
As part of the CREST Awards programme run at 
Reed’s we have been using software developed 
by Jaguar motor cars to set up a virtual car and 
enter it into various races in the Maths in Motion 
Challenge. Alan Dawson (Third Form) and George 
Williams (Fifth Form) qualified for the World Final 
Challenge race, one of only 28 schools worldwide 
who qualified. George wasn’t able to race on finals’ 
day due to his GCSE exams so Ian Ward (Fourth 
Form) stepped into the breach and applied himself 
exceptionally well to understand the Maths in 
Motion programme. On the finals day Alan and 
Ian worked incredibly well together to design their 
Formula 1 racing car. They started in nineteenth 
position on the grid and, after a very exciting race, 
their car came in at a magnificent third place – a 
podium position! This is a significant achievement 
as over 100,000 pupils started the challenge in the 
first round. Alan and Ian were thrilled with the result 
and we are all very proud of their success.                                     

Judy Brewster, Crest Co-ordinator

Lower Sixth Further Maths students visited Royal 
Holloway University for the ‘Exploring Maths 
programme’ of lectures by highly experienced 
professors and academics. Having just completed 
our predicted grade exams, we were more than 
happy to explore new areas of mathematics. To 
start there was the ‘Beyond 3D’ lecture in which 
the concept of the Fourth Dimension being a 
representation of time was thoroughly debated. A 
‘Maths Festival Roadshow’ followed in which the 
students competed against one another to solve a 
series of puzzles and thought-provoking problems. 

Matthew Ferguson, Lower Sixth Form

Kareem Kermad, Lower Sixth Form            
 

MCLAREN CHALLENGE
Fourth Form Design & Technology pupils teamed 
up to design and develop entries for the prestigious 
McLaren Challenge. The winning team going to the 
finals at the McLaren technology Centre, Woking was 
Bradley Carty, Rory Lee, Kit Randall, Max Spooner 
and captain Louis Viner. After a tour of the McLaren 
Technology Centre, including a look at their new four-
million pound simulator, a pit-stop practice bay, and 
the wind tunnel where aerodynamics are developed, 
the boys were given the opportunity to speak to 
McLaren engineers about their jobs and about how 
various components are designed and manufactured 
in such a high-tech environment. 

A C A D E M I C
STEM – Science, Technology and Maths news…

The Challenge is no longer a simple drag race. 
Based on the business model of F1, where ‘the 
pitch’ and PR is so important, the team had to 
present their ideas in a professional manner and 
sell their design to a panel of judges. The Reed’s 
team did a great job, especially when questioned 
about their decision-making processes. The 
judging panel was particularly impressed with 
the boys’ evaluative skills and the fact that they 
were discussing improvements from the moment 
their car first ran. A very good presentation and 
a second fastest time on the track was not quite 
enough to take home the elusive trophy, however, 
with a little development we have the basis of a 
winning car for next year’s competition.                                           
Keith Ditchburn, Design & Technology Department

FUTURETECH
Dr Rob Siddall, from Aerial Robotics Laboratory, 

Imperial College, spoke to the Third Form about 
latest developments in drone technology using the 
natural world as inspiration to develop technologies 
that can help today - a topic that the boys covered 
in their FutureTech lessons.  Using videos of the 
experiments Dr Siddall gave a whirlwind tour of what 
the future may hold, ranging from a drone that dives 
into water like a gannet and shoots back out using a 
mechanism inspired by flying squid, to drones that 
can perch on a branch using a system akin to a bird’s 
foot to drones that weave webs like spider. These 
fantastic examples showed the pupils how all the 
sciences can come together in new and innovative 
ways to solve problems.

FutureTech Day, a culmination of the course 
covered over the year for the Third Form, was a series 
of activities bringing together science, technology 
and their application to the real world. The Bottle 
Rocket Challenge used practical engineering and 
problem solving skills as groups competed with 
each other to produce a rocket that flew the furthest 
after much tweaking and experimenting with the 
designs. In the Crime Scene Investigation activity the 
Head of Science had been ‘murdered’ just outside 
the science block and, using forensic skills and 
deductive reasoning, pupils had to figure out which 
member of staff had committed the crime using 
fingerprinting, urine analysis, and interpreting DNA 
results. The final challenge steered pupils through 
the latest breakthroughs in sustainable energy 
production, investigating if it’s possible to generate 
electricity from photosynthesis and if algae can solve 
the world’s energy crisis. The boys showed great 
experimental and scientific ingenuity in improving 
what they were doing, displaying exemplary curiosity 
across the whole day.

Dr Alex Thompson, Head of FutureTech 

EXTENDED LEARNING
One of the School’s core values is independence 
and recently both the EPQ (Extended Project 
Qualification) and Nissen-Bridgeman Project 
Presentation Evenings enabled our pupils to show 
this ability in abundance and provide an excellent 
opportunity to celebrate their academic progress 
and skills development.

For the EPQ, the group of Lower Sixth Formers 
had researched a topic of their choice and then 
written a 5000 word dissertation-type essay. The 
topics varied from “The plight of the Bumblebee” 
to “The Economy of Venezuela”, showing a real 
breadth of academic curiosity. During the evening 
the students each made a ten minute presentation 
on their topics to an invited audience, before fielding 
questions. All of them spoke with confidence and 
described their topics with clarity.

In the Nissen-Bridgeman Project Evening 
twelve Third Form finalists gave short presentations 
on their research process before answering 
questions from the audience; these were answered 
with accuracy and composure. All of the boys 
spoke well, but it was Zedan Goonetillake who 
won the Best Speaker prize for his erudite style 
and confident manner when speaking about the 
Gypsy population in Slovakia. The quality of all the 
essays was the best I’ve ever seen which made it 
very difficult to decide upon the eventual winner - 
the top prize finally went to Charlie Thomson for 
his excellent research into how your month of birth 
affects your academic progress.

Tim Silk, Teaching and Learning Leader 

HIGHER EDUCATION DAY
Lower Sixth students took part in a Higher 
Education Day during which we were able to 
set up UCAS accounts and understand the 
admissions process to university in more detail. 
A representative from Bath University gave 
a particularly helpful talk on how to write an 
exceptional personal statement including aspects 
that an application would need to include to 
stand out. Another lecture from the University of 
Surrey discussed different types of universities 
as well as student finance. In the afternoon 40 
Old Reedonians, comprising both university 
students and those already pursuing exciting 
careers, shared their experiences, tips and words 
of wisdom about their university, their course and 
their work. I was able to speak to a student who 
is currently studying medicine and gained useful 
insight into the course and knowledge on student 
life at university.

James Watson, Lower Sixth Form

A C A D E M I C
Preparing our pupils for 
the future…
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Captain Nathan Tilley in action

THE GIRLS STARTED OFF THE TENNIS 
SEASON EARLY on with some hard-fought 
but narrowly lost matches in the Surrey 
League against Wimbledon High School 
and KCS. Guildford High bought their very 
young, talented team with national ratings 
to face us in the Aberdare Cup. A number of 
friendlies were played throughout the term 
giving many girls the opportunity to play and 

G I R L S ’  S P O R T
Making history in cricket and showing resilience in tennis

C R I C K E T
An unbeaten season and a remarkable School record from the Captain

WITH MORE TEAMS RAISED and games 
played than ever before, the addition of 
a girls’ team for the first time, coupled 
with a healthy 53% win ratio across the 
whole School means it can be deemed a 
successful season for cricket.

The 1st XI, led superbly by Nathan 
Tilley, was unbeaten in the regular season. 
Nathan scored 6 centuries and 3 fifties in 
12 innings, averaging 147. He also scored 
a double century, beating the previous 
highest individual score at Reed’s. Nathan 
leaves us with an admirable record of 
scoring 1181 runs this season and a total of 
3064 runs in total for the 1st XI in 50 innings 
– a remarkable achievement! The 2nd, 3rd 
and 4th XIs all had excellent seasons too.

The U15 teams played some exciting 
cricket, whilst the U14As produced some 
uncompromising performances, the Bs and 
Cs achieved healthy-looking playing records 
whilst the Ds and Es were accomplished in 
their matches. 

In the Close there were some heroic 
performances. The U13As finally passed the 
winning post with a fantastic performance 
in their last game of the season, whilst the 

Girls’ Cricket

gain valuable experience. Hannah Birchall 
and Alice O’Hagan finished on a high at 
the Independent School Championships 
at Eton where they had a great first day 
beating Epsom to progress through to the 
cup competition. A strong Repton side put 
them out of the competition, but to get 
through to the cup is a major achievement. 
We look forward to building the depth in 
tennis again next year. 

The historic addition of cricket to the 
girls’ sports programme this year has 
proved to be hugely enjoyable! The girls 
started with winter nets training, gaining 
momentum and skill so that by the time the 
summer term came the team had grown 
in number and skill and was ready to take 
the indoor techniques outside. With lots to 
learn – terminology, bowling on a wicket, 
fielding positions and so on - eventually they 
played a friendly against KGS. On a bitterly 
cold day Livvie Conboy was retired on 30, 
Hennie Owen and Georgia Verity took their 
first wickets and a number of catches were 

B, C and D teams had more matches than 
ever before and it was great to watch the 
infectious enthusiasm spread as wickets 
were captured and runs scored. The 
U12A team had a very successful season, 
including winning the Reigate Grammar 

taken in the field. The girls narrowly lost but 
learnt a huge amount. Later on in the term 
the team played a 12-over return home 
match against KGS where some excellent 
cricket was displayed. Although the girls 
battled hard, the game ended in narrow 
loss of one run in the last over. Highlights of 
the match came from fantastic catches by 
Issy Goodlace and Alice O’Hagan, a maiden 
over bowled by Serena Fleming, excellent 
batting from Georgia and Alice and wickets 
taken by Georgia, Livvie and Hennie.

The match was very much enjoyed by all 
the girls and showed a huge improvement 
both visually and on the score cards, 
demonstrating how far the team has come. 
Much is owed to the enthusiasm of coaches 
Keith Medlycott, Simon Sweeney and Jen 
Gluckman. I am already looking forward to 
next year with many more fixtures and more 
girls involved. Three of the team have now 
joined their local cricket clubs!

Lucy Balls, Head of Girls’ Sport

School Sixes tournament without losing a 
single match in the competition. The B, C 
and D teams all enjoyed the sweet taste of 
success and played with huge spirit.

Malcolm Dunn, Head of Cricket
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T E N N I S
High hopes after encouraging success for a young team

TENNIS FLOURISHED THIS SUMMER at 
Reed’s with nine teams playing over one 
hundred matches for the School. The U12 
team played well in the Surrey League, 
qualifying for the League Finals and defeating 
Hampton and Whitgift to win the title, a 
great achievement for the boys in their first 
year and a promising sign for the future. The 
Reed’s pair of Zach Stephens and Lucian 
Mischker also won the Surrey Festival.

The U13 team played well – reaching 
the quarter-finals of the Surrey Festival. 
The U14 team competed in the Surrey 
League, narrowly losing an extremely 
hard-fought final against St. George’s. 
However, they gained their revenge with 
a fine victory against them in the finals 
of the Surrey Festival. The U15 team 
gained a fantastic win in the Independent 

Schools’ League. The competition brings 
together sixteen of the best schools from 
the South of England so this is quite some 
achievement. The National finals are held 
next term and we have high hopes!

The U18 team also had an exciting 
season! After victory in the Surrey Festival 
and runners-up in the Surrey League, the 
team is looking forward to a September 
final in the Surrey Cup. In the Independent 
Schools’ Champions, our young team 
played very well to reach the semi-finals 
and they are confident of bettering that 
next year. Following comfortable wins in 
the regional finals of the National Schools 
Competition the team went to Nottingham 
for the National finals. After qualifying for 
the quarter-finals they faced long-term 
rivals and second seeds, Millfield. Melchior 

The U12 Surrey League winners U18 National Championships

AT H L E T I C S
A record breaking season for boys and girls…

THE JUNIOR AND INTERMEDIATE BOYS’ 
TEAMS participated in the first round of the 
ESAA Cup. with good performances from 
Adam Bassoumba (100m), Jamal Ahmed 
(200m) and Wilf Saywell (800m) in the 
Junior events. It was the Intermediate team 
who had an outstanding day on the track. 
After letting points slip away during the 
field events the pressure was on. The tone 
was set with back-to-back school records 
in the hurdles from Sam Rowe and Emile 
Fowler followed by all the athletes hitting 
their targets, thus fighting their way back 
into the competition. Further records came 
from Harry Gary and Joey Deans in the 

300m and, although not enough to win the 
event in the final rankings, we finished sixth 
in Surrey, with the accolade of scoring more 
points on the track than any other school.

When the Intermediate team competed 
at the ESAA Schools Cup Regional B final 
at Crawley they shone on the track again. 
The highlight was Joey Deans and Harry 
Gray setting new school records for the 
300m, beating the times they set earlier 
in the season. In addition, the relay team 
equalled their record. With a predominantly 
young team the prospects look excellent for 
the future.

Records were broken by our girl athletes 

too when the team went to St Mary’s, Ascot, 
to compete in an athletics meet against eight 
other schools. Approaching every discipline 
with enthusiasm provided two record-
breaking achievements: Lil Callaghan in the 
pole vault and Hennie Owen in the triple 
jump. The relay team who, despite never 
running as a team before, demonstrated 
a fantastic team performance by getting 
the baton round and just missing out on 
a podium place. The amazing effort and 
determination from the girls saw them finish 
the day as the second-placed senior side.

Anthony Talbot, Head of Athletics

Delloye won an excellent singles match after 
saving match points, but neither Harry Lazell 
nor Tom Thelwall-Jones was able to pick up 
wins. However, Oscar Weightman played 
some brilliant tennis to win in straight sets. 
So, 2-2 after singles and 3-3 after doubles 
led to the dreaded shoot-out tie break, but 
Oscar and Harry played brilliantly to win 
10-5 and qualify for the semi-finals against 
Merchiston Castle. Despite playing a very 
high level game, it wasn’t their day and they 
fell just short. The team played extremely 
well against Cheam High (the fourth seeds) 
to defeat them 4-0 to obtain an excellent 
third place. We have plenty to look forward 
to in the future from these boys as they are 
still such a young team.

Adrian Blackman, Director of Tennis
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EVENTS  
‘The Intelligence Revolution’ - how the 
future of work is changing…

Monday 10th September
FORS WELCOME & AGM  
7:30pm all welcome

Saturday 15th September
OPEN MORNING  
Please see website for full timings and details

Sunday 30th September
HARVEST FESTIVAL SERVICE  
7pm in the School Chapel

Tuesday 9th October
CLOSE HOUSE MUSIC COMPETITION  
7pm in the Assembly Hall

Thursday 11th October
FILM FOR THE FOUNDATION  
7pm in the Assembly Hall ‘Pretty Woman’ all welcome

Tuesday 16th & Thursday 18th October
HOUSE CHARITY REVUES 
7:30pm in the Assembly Hall

Saturday 10th November
OPEN MORNING  
Please see website for timings and details

Sunday 11th November
SERVICE OF REMEMBRANCE  
7pm in the School Chapel, places are limited

Thursday 15th November
AUTUMN CONCERT  
7pm in the Assembly Hall

Friday 23rd November
FORS CHRISTMAS FAIR
12pm in the Sports Hall

Wednesday 28th & Thursday 28th 
November
MAIN SCHOOL PRODUCTION  
‘PASSION PLAY’   
7.15pm in the Assembly Hall

Monday 10th December
CLOSE CAROL SERVICE 
7pm in the School Chapel

Tuesday 11th December
SENIOR CAROL SERVICE 
2:30pm at Guildford Cathedral 

These events and timings may be subject to alteration, 
so please check the website for the most up-to-date 
information www.reeds.surrey.sch.uk.

A KEY ROLE FOR US ALL is to prepare 
our children for the future - a presentation 
by current parent and Futurologist, 
David Smith, was fascinating and 
terrifying in equal measure!

Around 130 current and incoming 
parents heard David tell how, over the 
next decade, the future of work will be 
shaped by a completely new force: 
‘The Intelligence Revolution’. 

Unlike the Industrial Revolution this 
will be driven by exponential changes 
in technology, augmented intelligence 
(AI), machine learning, virtually free 
data storage, and ever-increasing 
computational power that will cut 
across all industries and professions. 

To put this into context:
n 65% of children aged six will 

end up working in jobs that 
currently don’t exist.

n How we acquire knowledge 
and skills will fundamentally 
change; the focus will be on 
soft skills and continuous 
learning opportunities.

n Linear patterns in life - from 
school to university to work 
then retirement - are being 
replaced by increasingly 
cyclical patterns which will 
happen concurrently.

F O R T H C O M I N G  E V E N T S
Autumn Term 2018

Thus, those providing education 
and learning solutions face an 
increasing challenge in predicting 
what services will be in demand in the 
future. However, David gave examples 
of some of the key skills that our 
children will need to possess to be 
part of this ‘Intelligence Revolution’, 
namely: critical thinking and problem-
solving; collaboration across 
networks and leading by influence; 
agility and adaptability; initiative and 
entrepreneurialism; effective oral and 
written communication; accessing and 
analysing information; and curiosity 
and imagination.

Remarkably, the aims and 
ambitions of Reed’s are almost 
identically matched to this list; 
combined with our FUTUREEDS 
strategy we believe this gives us a 
head start in preparing our pupils for 
the future. 

Kathryn Bartram, Development 
Director

David Smith, speaker, with Mark Hoskins, Headmaster

We really enjoyed the reception 

and talk last night and we 

are very impressed with the 

FUTUREEDS mindset. A truly 

thought-provoking evening.

Incoming First Form Parent     


